
A better picture of probably what happened, as the militia. suddenly 
found themselves confronted with reality staring them in the face as 
250 British light infantry of the advance guard marched into town to 
see  what  armed  forces awaited  them. This was not another false 
alarm after all. This was the real thing. 

This must have been a terrifying moment.... 
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Is Lexington Green History Dying?
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The  Lexington  militia  members  were  up  most  of  the  cold  and  
damp April night. Around midnight the night before, Paul 
Revere had arrived with the news that the British Regulars were 
on the road marching  toward Concord; but it wasn’t until dawn 
that the red coated columns appeared marching toward the 
Lexington Green. Around 75 Lexington militiamen took their 
places on the green. They had been ordered to not fire their 
muskets unless they were first fired upon.

Several hundred troops in the advance units of British marched 
out onto the green. Their officers yelling at the Americans to put 
their arms down and disperse. Someone, no one knows who…. 
fired a musket and the skirmish began. The militia was so 
outnumbered it was pathetic. Seventeen men from the Lexington 
company fell. Eight of them died, while nine or ten lay 
wounded. The British had no casualties. The British then 
reformed and went on toward Concord, which was their mission.

This all took place on April 19th ,1775. This was the day that the 
killing portion of the American Revolution began. The war 
lasted eight long years. The country was put through grief and 
hardship … but the result was the creation of the United States 
of America. 

Patriots’Day was created by the 
Commonwealth of Massachusetts many years ago to celebrate the beginning of the war that resulted in the birth of our great 
nation. The celebratory holiday each April was mostly kin to the New England states as far as the particular day. Most of these 
states, you see, had responded within hours or days to the call to arms at Lexington and Concord.  Parades and reenactments 
were the order of the day. Schools and state offices were closed. Yankee Doodle was the theme of the day. The most patriotic 
event(s) however were the reenactments on Lexington’s Green and the Old North Bridge in Concord. These venues still 
occupy the most hallowed grounds of the war’s inception.
But as time marched on, Patriots’ Day took on new and different meanings to different people. This year’s Boston Globe’s
newspaper’s biggest Patriots’ Day story, by far, was the Boston Marathon. This foot race has almost completely erased the 
Lexington/Concord annual story. A race, by the way, where Americans have not won in more than 25 years. 

Patriots’ Day was also usurped by that terrible and memorable 9/11 date. Memorial Day and Veteran’s 
have also become confused with the holiday honoring the first American patriots in 1775. Revolutionary 
War history keeps getting reduced and diluted in school curriculums across our country. The American 
Revolutions is a mystery to most kids today. All the more reason for Putnam Park to concentrate on the 
education of the War for Independence. One of Putnam Park’s most important events will take place in just 
a few days… Living History School Days,  where hundreds of school kids will learn about the war’s 
history. They can see where part of it actually happened. Education is the FANs biggest mission



Lotus-Eaters Arrive At Putnam Lake

It has gotten very difficult to fish in Lake Putnam …
but, help is on  the way!  - 2008

“Pretty Soon We’ll Be Able To Walk Across Lake Putnam!” - 2008

This was the headline in the 2008 FANs Newsletter on the article 
about the  our choked-up lake.  Choked with lotus, lily, and a myriad 
of aggressive water vegetation. The process of utrification was 
literally squeezing the oxygen out of our waterway.” The process of 
utrification is when the oxygen in the water decreases, allowing  the growth of 
algae, lilies and milfoil. At the end of each season the mass of growth dies 
and settles on the bottom of the pond. Each year the pond adds layers of 
decayed matter and builds up yet another layer. Eventually the pond will “die”
as the build up reaches toward the light and closer to the surface……”
Last year a concerned, but anonymous, citizen in our area stepped 
forward and agreed to donate funds to have a company come in and
cleanse the lake of its jungle of noxious weed. The negotiations with 
the State DEEP went on long enough where winter weather shut down 
the project for 2011. But earlier this month the aquatic super heroes 
arrived on our shores to attack the dastardly infestation! 

Hydro-Raking 
Mechanical raking (Hydro-Raking) is a widely used and effective 
technique for area selective removal of nuisance, rooted 
vegetation. In some situations the Hydro-Rake is also used to 
clear accumulations of unconsolidated bottom debris (i.e. 
decaying leaves, peat, muck). The Hydro-Rake can best be 
described as a floating barge upon which is mounted a backhoe 
with several different size and functioning rake attachments. The
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Hydro-Rake is powered by a Diesel engine which drives the 
hydraulically operated paddle wheel propulsion system and 
back-hoe functions. The Hydro-Rake can operate in water as 
shallow as 1.0 -1.5 feet and can remove nuisance vegetation 
and bottom debris from variable water depths as shallow as a 
few inches to a maximum depth of 12 feet. The Hydro-Rake 
works from the water and can therefore access coves and 
shoreline areas otherwise inaccessible to conventional 
machinery. The Hydro-Rake deposits each rake full (maximum 
500 lbs.) of material directly on-shore. Where travel distances 
for shoreline off-loading are excessive or access is limited, 
Aquatic Control can provide a Harvester/Transporter vessel to 
work with the Hydro- Rake. 

Hydro-Rake

Harvester/
Transporter

The Hydro-Rake has scooped up over 200 truckloads of 
roots and rotting vegetation from the lake so far.

The Hydro-Rake and Harvester are powered by diesel 
powered engines which drive the paddle wheels. Mark 
Twain would go crazy watching this project. The crew 
from  Massachusetts will clear as much area as the 
anonymous donation will permit in work hours.

The Harvester is the dump-truck of the water world. It picks 
up the loads from the raker and delivers them to shore.



Hydro-Raking In Action

Look… they’re
clearing off our
runways !

The Hydro-Raker dumping a load of roots and muck
onto the Harvester which will take it to shore.

You can see the cleared area in this photo.  The area to the 
left side of the lake still has the lily pads and vegetation in
the water.

The Harvester coming into the unloading zone on the shore. The 
Harvesters conveyer belt will dump the load on land.

The Harvester is shown dumping the load onto the land
loading zone.

Tractor loads of the slime and roots are picked up on the shore.
The  Aqua Control team and our park crew have worked in tandem
For over two weeks now. Good job to the entire team!

So far, over 200 truckloads of nasty stuff has been hauled
away from the lake, Good riddance!

Hats off to the donor who made this 
project possible. The lake will once 
again look like a lake again. It will
be nice to see kids fishing again. 



April 2012 FANs Meeting fansofputnampark@att.netfansofputnampark@att.net
To contact us:

FANS of Putnam Park 
APRIL MEETING AGENDA
April 9, 2012
President Opens- Welcome – Scott 
Treasurer’s Report- T.G.  Gave financial statue report.

Need to buy some inventory. Sent in IRS 501 info.

Park Update --- Nate – - Rebuilding Museum shutters (All built-need to install)
- Barn roof funding approved
- Rob Doscher’s loans-3 panel descript. approved. Need to provide stands Nate to buy.

Society of the Cinn. in CT has offered to fund projects. TG to put in grants for uniforms and officer’s 
qrts. 2nd yearly submission. When?

- Redo officer’s qrts(magazine). $60 K est.-Nate has approval
- DEEP reorg. in works. Too little staff. 

Membership Update – Buzz – Gave update

Events:
-Summer Craftsmen weekends – Need to improve getting the message out. One weekend in July and Aug. Several      
craftspeople on each weekend. 
School Days – May 21-25 2012 Dates almost full..
Fall 2012 Reenactment – Proposed date is Nov 3 and 4, 2012 -- Full blown military on Sat. Life of a common soldier on.                   

Location of camp to be on the hill. Parking also. Narration of battle.(generator use is ok) Food by 
Bethel boy scouts.  DEEP has offered to help promote. Dave(Bulter’s Rangers) and Brian(10th  
Mass. Reg.) to host event . 

VC/Museum- - Restore Putnam on Horse painting.  SS to find local conservator. 
- Input of artifacts into Past      
- Perfect( inventory system) is complete. Needs to add photos to the 
- Fitch voucher document for museum. Al Levere has completed.

Other/New items:
- Cleaning of Putnam Lake. -- FAN is money interface. $25K coming to Fan.
- CT Horse guard – TG working with Guard for possible demonstration at Park.
- Possibility of Conn. League of History Organizations being held at the Visitors Center in January 2013

Officer’s Quarters Needs A Fixin’

The next  FAN’s Meeting will be on Monday, May 14th 2012
at 7:00PM at the Visitor Center at Putnam Park.

Check out our FANs Web site at www.putnampark.org

2004 Winter Walk. Officers Quarters in better days.
What has been called the “Officers  Quarters” since the park was created on top of  the  
old army campground in the 1890’s, may not have been an quarters for officers. 
Historians and archaeologists are rethinking the purpose of the structure. The existing 
hut was built over the remains of a building which existed during the army camp, but 
there was never any concrete evidence as to just what the building was used for. 
Anyway, the old hut has fallen into disrepair over the years, and funds have been 
authorized to repair the structure while the historians continue to solve the purpose of 
the building.


